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Moderato \( \frac{\d}{=84} \) Legato

\[
\begin{align*}
S & \quad \text{Smile an ever-lasting smile; a smile could bring you near to me,} \\
C & \quad \text{Talk in ever-lasting words and dedicate them} \\
T & \quad \text{Smile an ever-lasting smile; a smile could bring you near to me,} \\
B & \quad \text{Talk in ever-lasting words and dedicate them} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
S & \quad \text{Don't ever let me find you all to me.} \\
C & \quad \text{And I will give you all my} \\
T & \quad \text{Don't ever let me find you all to me.} \\
B & \quad \text{And I will give you all my} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
S & \quad \text{Smile an ever-lasting smile; bring you near to me.} \\
C & \quad \text{Talk in ever-lasting words} \\
T & \quad \text{Smile an ever-lasting smile; bring you near to me.} \\
B & \quad \text{Talk in ever-lasting words} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
S & \quad \text{Don't ever let me find you all to me.} \\
C & \quad \text{And I will give you all my} \\
T & \quad \text{Don't ever let me find you all to me.} \\
B & \quad \text{And I will give you all my} \\
\end{align*}
\]

how, my love.

how, my love.

how, show how, my love.

how, show how, my love.

how, show how, my love.

Coda

It's only

It's only

It's only

It's only

It's only

It's only
You think that I don’t even mean a single word
You think that I don’t even mean a single word
You think that I don’t even mean a single word
You think that I don’t even mean a single word
You think that I don’t even mean a single word
You think that I don’t even mean a single word
You think that I don’t even mean a single word
It's only words, and words are all I say.

It's only words, and words are all I say, word I say it's only words, and words are all I say, word I say It's only words and words are all I say, word I say

~Repetir diminuendo hasta apagar el sonido~

have To take your heart away.

have to take your heart away.

have to take your heart away, take your heart.

have to take your heart away, take you heart.
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